
CloSer WP2: Requirements for
Privacy-enhancing Technologies

1 Introduction

Informed by the usage scenarios in WP1, we will first seek to understand how
user privacy is impacted by cloud-assisted security services. Then we will develop
a suite of privacy-enhancing technologies for ensuring privacy for end user and
customer and organizational data in WP1 and other scenarios.

2 Private Information Retrieval and Private Membership
Test

This technology applies to at least the following WP1 scenarios: 01 -
Android App Reputation Assessment, 06 - Website Reputation

Android App reputation (WP1-01) is an important anti-malware service that
helps users to avoid downloading harmful applications. Typical use cases are
avoiding apps that can access, share and expose personal data to a third party.

Website reputation (WP1-06) is an essential service that assists their users
to stay away from harmful web pages. Typical use cases are giving the choice
to users to, for example, block the web pages that contains hatred, violence,
pornography, harassing, bullying etc.

Android application and website reputation service providers possess a database
consist of all malicious samples. A user who wants to check an object (website
or application), should query through this database. This query is done by send-
ing a request consist of an identifier of the object to the database holder. The
database holder’s response is a reputation value (or simply True or False), which
determines whether the requested service is clean or not.

The nature of a reputation query is to directly hand over a search item (in
this case an object identifier) to service providers. This, however, causes a major
privacy concern: service providers learn all queries that have been requested by
users, therefore gaining personal information about their users. Studies demon-
strate that digital records of human behaviour, such as websites and applications
they are interested in, can expose important personal traits e.g. religion, politi-
cal views, relationship status etc. Therefore, this research focuses on protecting
users of reputation services, from leakage of their private information.

Private Information Retrieval (PIR) [4], [6] is a well-known cryptographic
primitive that enables a client to retrieve an item from the server without reveal-
ing the index of that item. However, existing PIR schemes are not practical [10],
so we need to investigate to improve their efficiency.

In addition to the PIR schemes, we will also investigate the private mem-
bership test (PMT), which enables a user to test whether an element is in the



dataset. For reputation services, this helps the user to know whether an app or
a website has been rated or not.

2.1 Requirements

Privacy is always the main goal of the suggested protocols. All the solutions we
proposed should be provably secure.

Then, we try to improve efficiency as much as possible. As a baseline, a query
should be responded within one second. The communication and computation
complexities of the solutions should be feasible in practice. Furthermore, and for
space efficiency, we will examine different data structures to store the database.

2.2 Possible solutions

Bloom filter and Cuckoo filter are probabilistic, space-efficient data structures
that are utilized to perform membership test. Utilizing Bloom/Cuckoo filter to
store server’s database, enables the client to just query for the indices of the filter
that his/her search item is related to. However, if the client directly asks for the
value of certain indices of the filter, the server might learn some information
about his/her search item. To solve this problem, client can hide the indices by
encrypting them. We will try to propose a PMT protocol that uses homomorphic
encryption to query through a Bloom/Cuckoo filter. We can also encrypt each
item using AES encryption before inserting them into the Bloom/Cuckoo filter.
Then we have the server send the entire Bloom/Cuckoo filter to the client. Later,
when the client wants to check an item, it runs a secure two-party computation
protocol with the serve to get the encrypted value such that he/she can check it
locally.

Another potential solution is to assume a trusted execution environment on
the server-side, so that the client can send the query directly to the trusted
hardware. After gathering enough requests, the trusted hardware can process
them in parallel.

3 Private Graph Search

This technology applies to at least the following WP1 scenario: 03 -
Cloud-Assisted Trust Relation Databases

The cloud server holds a database of quintuples: (sourceuser, sourcehost,
fingerprint, targetuser, targethost). In our case it is constructed from two parts
(sourceuser, sourcehost, fingerprint) and (fingerprint, targetuser, targethost) where
the fingerprint is the same in both triplets. Each quintuple determines the per-
mission for the particular sourceuser at sourcehost to access another targeuser
at targethost) by utilizing an authentication key with unique fingerprint fp. We
call it as a trust relation. A set of trust relations form a directed graph where
vertices are user-host pairs and edges are fingerprints. For instance the quintuple



(user1, host1, fingerprint1, user2, host7) implies that there is an edge labeled by
fingerprint1 from vertex (user1,host1) to the vertex (user2,host7).

The private graph search technique enable clients to construct and query
this graph in a privacy preserving way. However, we may allow that triplets
(fingerprint, targetuser, targethost) can be public and visible for instance to the
database admin, but the triplets (sourceuser, sourcehost, fingerprint), and the
quadruples, should stay private. During a query, learning partial information
about the vertices and edges, such as user names and key sizes, may be allowed.
However the full path should not be returned to the querier.

The owners and acceptors should be able to set policies on who can view
what information. The owners of the data should be able to specify the policy to
define what “privacy” is for the privacy preserving part. Also privacy in query
access vs. query results; that is it is possible that the query evaluation needs
private data to construct the result, but this data should not be part of the
result.

The data is in the form of a directed graph with labeled edges. The vertices in
the graph are different user-host pairs. The edges are fingerprints that connect
these pairs. The graph can have for example 250 000 vertices and 40 million
edges. The number of different fingerprints is 8000.

The owner of the graph or some other user wants to do queries about the
graph using a cloud that stores the data and implements the queries.

A fast way to find a path from A to B in a small graph is to use breadth-first
search. The time complexity of the algorithm is linear in the number of vertices
plus the number of edges. To solve the problems of the usage case we need
to have a method to find this path both efficiently and securely. We could for
example try to find a clever way to use homomorphic encryption and implement
breadth-first search or we could find another way to find the path using multi
party computation. The number of vertices in our usage case is however quite
large.

In the description of the usage case we have defined the trust relation between
two users on two hosts. We could also connected the original triplets in an
another way. We could connect triplets (fingerprint1, user5, host7) and (user5,
host7, fingerprint2). Now we get trust relations between fingerprints. The original
question “is there a path from userA on hostA to userB on hostB?” can now be
turned into question ”are there fingerprintA and fingerprint B such that there
are triplets (userA, hostA, fingerprintA) and (fingerprint B, userB, hostB) and
there is a path from fingerprintA to fingerprintB in the new graph ?”

The interpretation where the vertices are fingerprints and user-host pairs
connect them has some advantages. Now the graph is smaller and the vertices
are labeled. There may be several vertices from one vertex to another, but that
is not a problem if we only want to know if there is a path.

We get the following different problems. Additional relevant problems could
be identified later.

Cloud + Graph Owner, “Is there a path from A to B”. Here A, B are
vertices or sets of vertices. In this scenario the owner of the graph and the cloud



together decide whether there is a path from A to B. In the end only the owner
of the graph learns the answer. The cloud or any other third party learns nothing
or only some limited amount of information.
Cloud + Graph Owner, “Find a path from A to B”. Like the previous
scenario but here the result of the multiparty computation is that the owner
learns a path from A to B if such a path exists. Again, The cloud or any other
third party learns nothing or only some limited amount of information.
Cloud + Graph Owner, “Is there a path from A (or anywhere) to
B with forbidden labels.” Like the previous scenario but here the idea is to
find a path that has labels with some special properties. Attributes of the labels
include, for example, issue time, keylength, number of issuers. We could have
two subcases: Either we are studying paths between A and B or we want to find
out if there is any path in the graph ends to B that has the special property.
And furthermore we may require that instead of just returning yes or now the
solution returns the path in question. The labels may be static, or dynamic. And
the property we are looking for may be related to individual edges or the whole
path. An example would be the geographical location of the host and a forbidden
path would be passing between geographic locations; e.g. from Europe to US. A
property over the whole path might be essentially a cost of traversing the path;
a cost function could be the number (and rank?) of people needed to approve
all of the trust accesses for that path. Another property might be that ‘bad’ or
‘reportable’ tags on the path are such that are n-steps away from ‘root’ users. In
the end only the owner of the graph learns the answer. The cloud or any other
third party learns nothing or only some limited amount of information.
Cloud + Graph Owner1 + Graph Owner2. It may be that the graph is
divided into two (or more) parts and not one entity knows or is allowed to learn
the whole graph. Now the multiparty calculation is done between the owners of
the parts of the graph and the cloud. The question can be like in any of the
previous scenarios. The graph owners should only learn the result, they should
learn nothing about each other’s graphs and the Cloud should also learn nothing.
Cloud + Ruleset Owner + Graph Owner, “Does the graph obey the
ruleset?”. In this scenario the input of one one party is the ruleset and the the
input of another party is the graph. They want to decide if the graph obeys the
ruleset or not without revealing they inputs and while the cloud learns (almost)
nothing.

3.1 Requirements

All the problems mentioned above should have efficient solutions. The most
important restriction is time efficiency. One search of a graph should be done
under one minute at most. The amount of memory the cloud needs to do the
calculations and the amount of traffic between the parties are important too,
but these are unlikely to be the main concerns of the solutions.

The solutions should leak as little extra information as possible. If only the
owner of the graph learns the result, it does not matter if the answer includes
some other information about the path besides the answer to the direct query



posed by him. (under no circumstance a party learns what he is not a loved to
learn! ). This is because he could get any information about the graph himself
without the help of the cloud or the multiparty calculations. In other cases a
good solution to the problems would leak very little new information to any
party. It may be that in order to generate an efficient solution some amount of
leakage could be tolerated.

If we do not require secrecy, for example breadth-first algorithm could be
used to find if there is path in the graph. If we do not require efficiency, we
could encrypt the graph using any fully homomorphic encryption and then use
the breadth-first algorithm. The solutions we are looking for are somewhere
between these two extreme cases.

3.2 Possible solutions

The main building blocks needed to achieve this include fast homomorphic en-
cryption and some form of multi-party computation algorithm. We will try to
find a solution that does not require fully homomorphic encryption because of
slowness of all secure fully homomorphic encryption schemes.

4 Lightweight Anonymous Attestation

This technology applies to at least the following WP1 scenario: 02 -
Cloud-Assisted Management for IoT

One important task for cloud-assisted management of IoT devices is software
updates (WP1-02). In order to keep their local software up to date, IoT devices
must regularly check updates from vendors. Since cloud services only provide
updates to legitimate clients, IoT devices need to prove their legitimacy to the
cloud. Remote attestation enables a device to prove certain properties about
itself to a remote server. For example, when communicating with its vendor, a
device could attest that it is a genuine device from that particular vendor. This
could be used to decide whether the device should receive software updates or
can be supported by the cloud-based management service.

However, some owners of the IoT devices do not want to reveal their identity
to the cloud. To avoid the possibility of tracking devices or profiling users, at-
testation can be done anonymously (e.g. the device can prove it is a member of
a group without revealing its precise identity). Various anonymous attestation
schemes are available, notably the Direct Anonymous Attestation (DAA) [2]
and Enhanced Privacy ID (EPID) [3] protocols. However, neither DAA nor
EPID were designed for use on resource-constrained devices (e.g. microcontroller
platforms). For example, DAA is based on RSA asymmetric cryptography, and
although EPID is more efficient, a single EPID signature still requires four multi-
exponentiations. IoT devices in our scenarios are resource constrained embedded
devices that may only be capable of symmetric-key operations.

Therefore, a potential research challenge is to design a lightweight anony-
mous attestation scheme for resource-constrained devices. Ideally, this scheme



would provide the same functionality and security guarantees as state-of-the-art
schemes, but given the context in which it will be used, it may also be tolerable
to omit certain features (e.g. the advanced revocation capabilities of EPID may
not be necessary).

4.1 Requirements

We need to design a lightweight anonymous attestation scheme that allows that
can be run between a powerful cloud server and resource constrained IoT devices.
The attestation should be efficient to be accomplished in a few seconds, and the
backend application should be scalable to millions of devices.

4.2 Possible solutions

DAA uses the same proof-of-membership scheme as the zerocoin [7] cryptocur-
rency. However, zerocash [9], the recent improvement over zerocoin, adopted
a new proof-of-membership scheme that combines a Merkle-tree with so-called
zero-knowledge Succinct Non-interactive Arguments of Knowledge (zk-SNARKs) [8].
Thanks to this change, zerocash claims a 98.6% reduction in verification time
compared to zerocoin. One potential direction is to investigate whether this same
idea can be applied to DAA/EPID to create a lightweight anonymous attestation
scheme.

5 Privacy-preserving configuration validation

This technology applies to at least the following WP1 scenario: 02 -
Cloud-Assisted Management for IoT

There may arise scenarios (WP1-02) in which a server wishes to validate
certain configuration parameters of a remote device, whilst still protecting the
privacy of the device’s owner and users.

In one scenario, a vendor may need to ascertain the relative percentages of
its devices running different firmware versions. However, revealing the complete
firmware version code might give rise to privacy issues (e.g. facilitating tracking,
or even direct identification of devices with a specially customized firmware
version).

In another scenario, a vendor may need to check configuration parameters of
a device for purposes of honouring a device warranty or ensuring regulatory com-
pliance. For example, the device’s owner or user may be able to customize the
device’s clock frequency, possibly exceeding the permissible values specified in
the warranty. The vendor has an interest in checking whether the device is being
operated with the specified limits, but if the device reveals its exact frequency,
this may also lead to privacy concerns (e.g. tracking/profiling). Similarly, a ven-
dor may need to ensure regulatory compliance by ascertaining that a wireless
transceiver is operating within the permissible frequency range for that partic-
ular area, but revealing the precise user-configured operating frequency might
also have privacy consequences.



In both of these scenarios, a remote server needs to validate one or more
parameters of a device’s configuration without learning the precise values.

5.1 Requirements

We define this as a privacy-preserving configuration validation problem. It en-
ables the server to test users’ local configuration without violating users’ privacy.
Similarly to the above, an additional constraint may be that the remote device
is severely resource-constrained.

5.2 Possible solutions

We can achieve this either use either trusted hardware or secure two-party com-
putation. Technically, this could be considered to be a type of private integer
range validation, or alternatively, two iterations of the classic Yao’s million-
aire problem [11]. One potential research direction is to investigate the use
of lightweight garbled circuits, possibly exploring different strategies for pre-
computation of the relevant cryptographic primitives.

6 Privacy-Preserving Classifiers

This technology applies to at least the following WP1 scenarios: 01 -
Android App Reputation Assessment, 04 - Fake Base Station Detec-
tion using Cloud Services, 05 - Differential Anomaly Detection, 06 -
Website Reputation

Supervised machine learning has been extensively used in many scenarios
such as pattern recognition, information retrieval, spam detection, medical di-
agnosis, credit-risk assessment and so on. All these scenarios have a common
two-phase paradigm: (1) a training phase that constructs a model based on a
training dataset, and (2) a classification phase that predicts the class label for
an unseen instance by running a classifier that represents the trained model on
the feature vector of that instance.

With the widespread deployment of cloud computing, many companies are
using their trained models to provide online prediction services. Users benefit a
lot from such services, but suffer from the risk of privacy violations since they are
often required to submit feature vectors that contain sensitive information, such
as medical or financial data. A naive solution is to have users download the model
and run the classification phase on client-side. However, this solution has several
drawbacks: (1) it becomes more difficult for service providers to update their
models; (2) the model might be regarded as a potential competitive advantage
and should be hidden from the public; (3) the training data may contain sensitive
information such as patient records from a hospital, and revealing the model
may compromise privacy of the training data or even violate certain laws or
regulations.



6.1 Requirements

A natural question to ask is whether it is possible to run the classification phase
in a privacy-preserving way such that the service provider learns nothing about
clients’ feature vectors, and clients learn nothing about the trained model ex-
cept the output class labels. We refer to this technique as privacy-preserving
classifiers.

6.2 Possible solutions

We will investigate simple classifiers like decision tree, naive Bayes, SVM, as
well as more advanced deep learning classifiers. We will try to avoid using ex-
pensive primitives like fully homomorphic encryption [1] [5]. Instead, we only
use additively homomorphic encryption and multiparty computation.

7 Private Application Data Storage

This technology applies to at least the following WP1 scenarios: 02 -
Cloud-Assisted Management for IoT, 05 - Differential Anomaly De-
tection

In some scenarios, software may collect information (including sensitive data)
about an endpoint, and store this locally on the endpoint before uploading it
to a cloud backend service. For example, an anti-malware service might collect
security-relevant information about an endpoint, and upload this to a cloud
service for analysis. The attacker can:

1. Steal the local database and get a very comprehensive view of what has
happened on that endpoint.

2. Modify the database a-posteriori to erase traces of certain activities or mis-
lead the cloud analysis service in other ways.

7.1 Requirements

We require mechanisms to protect the confidentiality and integrity of informa-
tion against adversarial threats on the platform. Even if the integrity of the
information cannot be assured, it is often sufficient to detect that integrity has
been compromised.

7.2 Possible solutions

Potential approaches for achieving this could include: OS-supported security
mechanisms (e.g. mandatory access control), trusted hardware (e.g. Trusted Ex-
ecution Environments such as Intel SGX and ARM TrustZone), and crypto-
graphic solutions (e.g. encryption using the public key of the cloud service).



8 Summary

we identified several privacy-enhancing technologies that can help address se-
curity and privacy concerns in usage scenarios identified in WP1 . WP2 may
not be able to successfully develop solutions for all of these technologies be-
cause some, like lightweight anonymous attestation, are high risk and may take
more resources than are available. In general, we will prioritize working on those
technologies that are applicable to multiple scenarios.
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